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USING THIS SERMON DISCUSSION GUIDE

We have provided all the Scriptures referenced in the sermon and some discussion questions for you to use to facilitate a discussion.

This Sermon Discussion Guide is only a tool to aid you in meeting the needs of your group. For most groups, there are too many questions to answer in one session together.

While the questions are important, remember your small group’s goal is not to pound through the questions but to create an atmosphere that will foster true friendships, so knock yourself out with the discussion questions but spend more time laughing than answering the questions.

For the next 6 weeks while we are in the series "Moving Forward" all of our small groups will be in the "Daring Faith" study curriculum. We hope you have found a small group that works for you. If not please go to tfh.org and click on the "find a group" link to join a group and be apart of the conversation.